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There’s no shortcut to dealing with 
mental health problems.

I wonder what progress would be made if we put 
mental health on a par with physical health when we 
are supporting people on the difficult road to recovery. 
If health and social care services really started working 
together, then recovery for many people with mental 
health problems would start to become a reality. I 
believe there are much better ways to provide the 
services people need. The key will be to apply the clear 
lessons about how to do it.

I have been the Chief Executive of Bridge since 2009. 
Our services are provided in South East London through 
the assessment, recovery and community integration of 
people with mental health problems. The name ‘Bridge’ 
has its origins in the need for people with mental health 
problems to be supported once they leave hospital. 
This service was a ‘bridge’ between leaving hospital 
and people re- establishing themselves safely into the 
community. Our referrals come from low and medium 
secure hospitals, community mental health teams and 
increasingly from people referring themselves, drawing 
on the personal budget that is allocated to them by the 
local authority. Bridge is funded by the NHS, Clinical 
Commissioning Groups and local authorities and we 
provide housing management support which is funded 
through individual rents. 

One key success is our work with people who would 

otherwise be ‘stuck’ in a hospital inpatient ward. Public 
money is saved when we are able to move people 
safely into our community services from hospital. For 
example, the NHS provides a low to medium mental 
health secure unit service at £140,000 a year per person: 
Bridge provide 24- hour specialist community mental 
health forensic support service for £70,000 a year. The 
NHS average cost for a mental health patient having two 
admissions to an in- patient mental health unit per year 
come to £24,800. Bridge provide visiting mental health 
support for 2 hours a week to that person for £3,120  
a year.

“The quality of the support delivered has 
been excellent. The economic argument 
is a powerful one, comparing the costs 
of placement in secure hospitals with the 
services provided by Bridge”.
- NHS Mental Health Commissioner

In 2009 we saw between 60 and 70 people every year. 
Today we are in contact with over 500 people a year, 
and will reach 1000 people in the next 12 months. We 
are now winning substantial contracts and recognition 
from the Royal College of Psychiatry in the achievement 
of the ‘Enabling Environments’ quality award. 
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Bridge is also one of the first third sector organisations 
to open a Recovery College that is providing support and 
training to over 750 people with mental health problems. 
Much of the support and training is delivered by peer 
trainers who have had previous mental health problems.

When I arrived in 2009 Bridge was failing, with only 
months to survive. There was a simple choice to be 
made. People could stay and fight for the organization to 
succeed or they could move on and make way for new 
people. For those who stayed, the clear lesson was that 
we had to create a culture where everyone involved in 
Bridge would now be treated as equal partners. We had 
to make sure that the stigma of having a mental health 
problem was challenged at every turn. Where mental 
health was treated as a ‘second class citizen’ compared 
with physical health, we should now promote the view 
that achieving recovery for people with mental health 
problems was only possible when their mental health 
was taken as seriously as their physical health.

We use this approach when we work with the NHS, the 
Clinical Commissioning Groups and the local authorities. 
Notable successes have been achieved only when there 
has been genuine integration between the health and 
social care partners doing what they do best, working 
in partnership towards the same ends. Measuring our 
outcomes over the past ten years, Bridge has achieved a 
reoffending rate below 5% in our community ex- offender 
service as a direct result of the outstanding partnership 
working between Bridge, the NHS clinical teams,  

the Ministry of Justice, Probation Services, local housing 
teams and the Police. 

To develop an organization that has a collective 
determination to do things better time after time, you 
need some basic principles with which everyone can 
agree. These include common values, putting service 
users and their needs and safety first. But in the 
complexity of running any organisation that provides 
services for people who need support, it is the essential 
ability to work with people in a compassionate and 
caring way that is the most important part of all of  
our work.

The leaders at Bridge also have a clear focus on always 
trying to shorten the distance between the management 
and the front- line staff. This isn’t just jargon. It means 
faster and better decision- making can take place 
between leaders and staff. We will also be quicker to 
recognise mistakes and therefore act quickly to make 
improvements. 

The Francis Report makes clear that leaders in Mid- 
Staffordshire had lost touch with the front- line. When 
you combine the absence of staff behaving in a caring 
and compassionate way with the leaders’ distance from 
staff at the front- line of services, the fatal consequences 
become clear for all to see.
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Leadership has a vital role to play not just in reinforcing 
the culture, but in making sure that the strategy and 
aims of the organisation are clear. Our aims and 
objectives as a charity also give us clear, unambiguous 
direction in what we are trying to achieve. 

For Bridge, it is to help people with mental health 
problems by providing the support, the housing 
and the opportunities people need to become more 
independent. This means that we are always mindful 
that the effectiveness of organisations like ours can 
be measured by the perhaps counter- intuitive fact that 
success is when people move on from our services and 
need less of our support. The last thing we want is for 
people to become permanently dependent. 

Success may mean that they no longer need us at all. 
The financial benefits to society are clear when people 

are able to move on to independence.

The governance, the systems and the measurements 
of success or failure of the organisation have had to be 
robust, clear to everyone and proportionate to the type 
of organisation we operate. Measurement has been kept 
simple so that anyone looking at us would be able to 
tell how well we are doing in meeting our goals. Have 
people moved on? Have they become more independent? 
Have they reoffended less than any other comparable 
service?

My hope is that the hard- won lessons of recognizing the 
benefits of an equal status for mental health problems 

and the opportunities to achieve significant health, 
social and financial benefits through health and social 
care services really working together, may be of value to 
anyone who is genuinely interested in transforming the 
way we deliver services both now and in the immediate 
future.

“Bridge have been a great 
support for me. I was very 
withdrawn and depressed. 
With the help of Bridge and 
the staff, I’ve managed to get 
back on my feet”.

- Muriel


